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FOREWORD & ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The work of Paul Catanese fascinated me when I first

resulting from the time spent in various artist residencies

saw it at Miami University, Oxford , in 2004. A Short

and studio "laboratory."

History of the Bezoar Stone was one of a repurposed
Gameboy Advance System consoles that Paul described
as a "digital Cornell box.'' Small, black and white
customized animations moved around the screen with
the press of a button. At once it was intimate and coolly
technical , yet had a tactile, human resonance that
initiated my curiosity into its creation and meaning .

This exhibition and publication couldn't have been
possible without the encouragement and support
of a number of people . I'd like to thank my husband,
Sergio Cortes, for lending his support and talents both
toward the exhibition's installation and the production
of this publication. In gratitude to Landon Crowell for
his excellent help during the exhibition installation;

Over the last seven years, Paul's work has moved from

Mary Anne Kirk and Eva Buttacavoli for offering their

re-engineering hand-held game consoles to larger-than

keen input toward the essay text; the individuals

life, low-tech installations that recall the illusionary space

within the Department of Art and Art History for their

where sky meets surface. During this time, there had

gracious support; and to Paul Catanese for his work and

been rapid shifts in software availability and hardware

unwavering patience during this entire process.

devices, changing the way we interact with technology
as well as the programming code used to make things

Financial support for the exhibition was given by Wright

'work.' Through all these changes, it has been interesting

State's College of Liberal Arts, the Ohio Arts Council, and

to watch how the language of technology convergences

the generous individuals who support the Stein Galleries'

in Paul's work. Programming language meets visual and

exhibitions and programs through the Friends of the

denotation languages and the subsequent bodies of work

Galleries .

In 1969 Richard G. Woodbridge Ill submitted an abstract
to the scientific journa l Proceedings of the IEEE wherein
he described the phenomenon of acoustic reco rdings
from antique objects. Essentia lly he stated that it
was possible, with the help of modern technology, to
detect ambient sounds and voices that were scribed
into pottery and paintings during their creation. Though
this theory has not been scientifically verified or put

RELICS AND CONSTELLATIONS

into any kind of serious professional practice, I can't

by Tess Cortes

sounds contained on the surface of an ancient relic.

help but delight in the concept of hearing obsolete
My imagination wanders into domestic scenarios long
lost with time. Is that a dog barking outside t he potter's
studio? What music was the artist listening to when
he painted that color of green? A peripheral dimension
lies unseen on the surface of an object and, with the
assistance of technology, can be revealed.
And so it is w ith the objects collected, scanned, and
man ipulated by artist Pau l Catanese. With t he aid of
humming overhead projectors, flatbed scanners, and
computer programm ing, Paul unveils-and sometimes
invents-new histories for his found objects.
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The scale of Paul's work varies with the technology he

of the Net Art movement through the ea rly 2000's.

employs, and tangible characteristics of the objects

However, Paul used these tools to hone in on the quiet,

remain when translated into digital iterations. In

subtle stories that emerge from the scanning and digital

Misplaced Reliquary, (2005) 1-bit digital depictions of

aud iting of his collected objects, th us preserving the

tiny unidentified animal skulls fit neatly in one's hands

essence of the object w ithin the technology and allowi ng

by way of the Gameboy Advance video game co nsole.

room for imagination.

Paul's internet browser-based work Collected Geology

of the Erased Space (2004) is comprised of sounds
extracted from found analogue cassette tapes. The action
of moving one's finger across the surface of a computer
track pad calls up long-lost audio clips, suspended in an

In t he large, site-specific installation piece Observatories

of Uncharted Vitreous, (2011) small piles of carefully
placed fragments change mass and scale w hen
illuminated and magnified by overhead projectors. These

animated landscape.

objects are further scanned and shuffled into patterns,

When looking at Paul's internet and console-based

and graphically printed larger-than-life onto hanging

work next to other artists working with these same

panels, effectively creating what could be ce lestial charts

tools at the same time, I find that Paul retains a keen

or maps to lost or imagined civilizations.

focus on the palpable, despite delivery through cold
machines and limited color depth. Many artists, most

Some of the imagery Paul uses in Observatories .. . and

notably Cory Arcangel, who is best known for modifying

t hroughout his work cons ists of metaphors for "hunting "

Nintendo game cartridges and programmed animations

for t hese found objects-which is an essential part of

Super Mario Clouds and Super Mario Movie, used

Paul 's creative process. Y- and L-shaped bones become

these popular video games and machines to make

divining rods and fishi ng hooks frequently appear as

commentaries about our own culture. They perpetuate

a motif for casting out into the world for just the right

"the medium is the message" theme that carried much

visual catch.
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The installation also investigates intrinsic characteristics

the add it ion of dashed lines and ang led, structural

of perception while maintaining an emphasis on surface.

marks. Although one w ou ldn't know it by looking, these

Inspired by his "eye floaters" (when translucent objects

prints were etched with a process in wh ich the artist

suspended in the eye's vitreous fluid are projected into

incorporated computer-cont rolled mach ines, custom

one's field of vision), the artist created an environment

drawing software, and a pressure-sensit ive stylus tab let.

in which to explore interior versus exterior contexts of

This "Digital Relief" process, as Paul terms it , allows an

these shadowy forms and the aqueous world in which

industrial machine to carve into the alumi num plate's

they are suspended . The illusionary boundary between

surface while keeping the artist's hand present in the

the physical and ethereal is constructed using reflective

drawing, inking, and pulling of the printing mat ri x. The

Mylar. Directed overhead lights react with the Mylar and

resulting prints are subtle and feature wonderf ully varied

cast shimmery reflections around the walls and ce iling,

lines that are bound by heavy black ink-or cosmic dark

activating a liquescent dimension-and a truly immersive

matter.

environment. Together with the lighted surfaces of the
overhead projectors, micro becomes macro and the

The push and pull betwee n the minuscule and vast,

silhouettes of small bones, beads, and plants become, in

the tactile and digita l, creates an exceptional force in

a sense, an extension of what the artist perceives with

Paul's work. The results of his hybrid media experiments

his own eyes that others can't.

are often alluring and unexpected, almost like finding
a recognizable voice ext racted from the surface of an
ancient vase.

Paul also began his ongoing rel ief print Celestial

Workshops and Aquifers series by drawing the amoebic
shapes of these floaters. The stark black and white prints
harken back to the small Gameboy screens, but this time
the imagery prompts the mechanics of optics with
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ABOUT THE ARTIST
PAUL CATANESE (b. 1975) is a hybrid media artist,
associate cha ir and associate professor in the
Department of Interdisciplinary Arts at Columbia Col lege
Chicago and the president of the New Media Caucus, a
College Art Association Affiliate Society. His artwork has
been exhibited widely including at the Whitney Museum
of American Art, the New Museum of Contemporary
Art, SFMOMA Artist's Gallery, La Villette-Numerique,
and Stuttgarter Filmwinter among others . Paul is the
recipient of numerous grants and awards, including
commissions for the creation of new artwork from
Turbulence.org as well as Rhizome.org.
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